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Abstract

With the end of Moore’s Law-based scaling, novel microarchitectural optimizations are being patented, researched, and implemented at an increasing rate. Previous research has examined recently published patents and papers and demonstrated ways these upcoming optimizations present new security risks via novel side channels. As these side channels are introduced by microarchitectural optimization, they are not generically solvable in source code.

In this paper, we build program analysis and transformation tools for automatically mitigating the security risks introduced by future instruction-centric microarchitectural optimizations. We focus on two classes of optimizations that are not yet deployed: silent stores and computation simplification. Silent stores are known to leak secret data being written to memory by dropping in-flight stores that will have no effect. Computation simplification is known to leak operands to arithmetic instructions by shortcutting trivial computations at execution time. This presents problems that classical constant-time techniques cannot handle: register spills, address calculations, and the micro-ops of complex instructions are all potentially leaky. To address these problems, we design, implement, and evaluate a process and tool, c1o, for detecting and mitigating these types of side channels in cryptographic code. c1o is a backstop, providing verified mitigation for novel microarchitectural side-channels when more specialized and efficient hardware or software tools, such as microcode patches, are not yet available.

1 Introduction

Recent research has revealed many types of information leakage from microarchitectural (uarch) optimizations, leading to a growing family of side-channel attacks on sensitive software. These attacks rely on architecturally-correct, but unanticipated, uarch behavior such as side effects of speculation [36, 54], prefetchers [52, 58], data-dependent instruction timings [9], cache behaviors [47, 64], and more.

These attacks arise from the accelerating adoption of exotic uarch optimizations driven by the slowing of Moore’s Law and the end of Dennard scaling. Prior work by Sanchez Vicarte et al. [51] surveyed the architecture literature to identify likely-to-be-deployed uarch optimizations with novel security implications. Since that publication, one considered family of optimizations (data memory-dependent prefetchers) now is known to exist in multiple processors [30, 58]. Another, a limited form of value prediction that sometimes predicts 0 for the upper-half result of 64-bit divisions, has been documented in Intel CPUs [46], and a third (silent stores) is referenced by name in the RISC-V Instruction Set Manual [59].

While the vast majority of software neither attempts to be nor needs to be safe from such attacks, mitigation for side channels is generally an explicit goal for cryptographic libraries, kernels, and other security-conscious software. Community-driven rules [11], combining folklore and research, have developed over time to define ‘safe’ programming styles that avoid known sources of leakage. More formal analysis allows defining and evaluating if a program is actually constant-time (CT): the program’s run time does not vary based on...
secret inputs. Generally, well-written cryptographic libraries provide a CT guarantee covering at least key material.

However, avoiding leakage by uarch optimizations specifically has been a significant, often confusing, challenge [2, 28, 62, 66]. With each publicly revealed optimization, we update the rules for what is ‘safe’, necessitating a rewrite or review of all our cryptographic software. This cycle is exacerbated by the dominant reactive pattern in security: attack research first discovers and publicizes the existence of a previously unknown uarch optimization, subsequent work builds effective attacks against multiple targets, and finally tools are proposed for defending against this specific optimization.

Our approach is to instead build tools for proactive mitigation that consider how software can mitigate the impact of future uarch optimizations as soon as they appear. As a proactive approach, we create general mitigation transform methods targeting a strong threat model. These general approaches can be tuned to a future optimization implementation when found in the wild. Additionally, with the growing interest in developing security-conscious compilers [13, 19, 38, 56, 57], looking forward at potential future side channels will help inform what capabilities such compilers might need.

Recent work by Sanchez Vicarte et al. [51] performed a security analysis of the computer architecture literature to identify a broad family of optimizations with security implications called instruction-centric optimizations, of which we focus on a subset in this work. We specifically consider optimizations that trigger only as a function of register values and memory values that are operands to a single instruction. We do not consider optimizations that examine other in-flight instructions or memory not being read/written to.

We specifically focus on two exemplar classes of optimizations: silent stores and computation simplification. Silent store optimizations opportunistically drop in-flight memory stores when the value being stored matches the value already in the memory location. Computation simplification covers a broad class of optimizations that propose shortcuts, at execution time, for arithmetic operations with trivial results, e.g., \( r_1 := r_1 + r_2 \) when \( r_2 = 0 \). To our knowledge, neither silent stores nor the specific computation simplifications we examine have yet been deployed in microarchitectures. However, limited forms of computation simplification, e.g., small integer operands to division operations and power-of-two divisors for some floating-point operations, have been long deployed in most x86 processors, and the RISC-V Instruction Set Manual [59] mentions silent stores. We use these two families of optimizations as case studies as they present challenges not seen in classic constant-time techniques or Spectre-related mitigations. Since even register spills can be optimized by silent stores, detection, mitigation, and verification must happen at the assembly level. Further, since our mitigations insert and substitute assembly instructions, care must be taken that instructions added to mitigate one optimization do not leak under the other. Importantly, we show—for the first time—concrete examples of uarch side channel mitigations that exhibit a composition safety problem.

Silent stores and computation simplification are also generalized optimizations, with most proposals focusing on operations, not specific opcodes. Thus, they can conceptually apply to the majority of instructions in a compiled x86_64 binary, and mitigating every instance will impose drastic overheads. To reduce these overheads, we need analyses that are as precise as possible to eliminate as many instructions from needing mitigation as possible. This requires precise reasoning about values of registers and memory, which is difficult to scale to codebases such as cryptographic libraries.

To mitigate leakage, we build instruction-centric transformations that can be applied to instructions identified as potentially leaky, preventing any possibility of optimization occurring. These transforms substitute a leaky instruction with a sequence of non-leaky instructions that are semantically equivalent to the original instruction: the replacement instruction sequence preserves the software-observable behavior of the program. These mitigations have a straightforward application strategy, can be automatically and efficiently verified for correctness and safety, and lend themselves to automated verification of mitigated binaries using static analysis.

Our approach is embodied in our tool, c1o—countering instruction-centric optimizations—which serves as a foundation for building mitigations for instruction-centric optimizations. Our intention is that research groups finding novel microarchitectural side-channels will either independently, or in collaboration with others, use their expertise in the specific uarch to help develop leakage descriptions and checking passes when releasing a new vulnerability. At this point, anyone with ideas for a transformation pass can build one using c1o and our mitigation process. This process starts with designing transforms and verifying their safety and correctness, as well as the composition of multiple transforms. Next, mitigation developers create checkers that are synergistic with their transforms; these checkers are used both to determine which instructions to transform and to verify the safety of the final transformed binary. These transforms and checkers are then provided to c1o, along with the source for the library or program to be hardened. c1o finally produces a binary that guarantees that no secret input to an instruction can cause one of the chosen optimizations to trigger. Maintainers of cryptographic libraries can release the hardened binary for concerned users until a more long-term solution is found.

**Contributions.** In total, our contributions are:

- A process for mitigating instruction-centric side channels using transforms.
- c1o, a tool that provides build system and compiler support for detecting leaks, applying transforms, and verifying the safety of mitigated code.
• Tools to automatically verify the safety and equivalence of transforms and their order of application (offline).
• Transform approaches for silent stores and computation simplification that are formally verified to be safe (does not leak) and correct (semantically equivalent).
• Checkers for silent stores and computation simplification that can detect leaky instructions in binaries and prove the safety of the final, mitigated binaries.
• To the best of our knowledge, the first concrete example of microarchitectural side-channel mitigations that exhibit a composition safety problem.
• An evaluation of the overhead of applying our mitigations to a cryptographic library—libsodium [24].

**Organization of the paper.** In the rest of this paper, we discuss the existing tools and relevant background (Section 2) and our threat model (Section 3). We then describe the overall design and approach of cio (Section 4) as well as two case studies in building transforms and mitigations for computation simplification and silent stores (Sections 5 and 6). We also cover additional tools we developed and the composition safety problem (Section 7). To understand the impact of our mitigations, we benchmark our entire process and all mitigations on libodium (Section 8). Finally, we discuss our mitigations and limitations (Section 9).

**Release of tools.** We will make all tools and all of our evaluation code and data available publicly upon publication.

# Background

Building constant-time code is difficult in the general case, and fantastically frustrating in the presence of uarch side-channels. This has not stopped security-conscious software from attempting to close off these attack vectors as quickly as they appear. For example, x86 uarch side-channels have resulted in 10 separate configuration options in the Linux kernel\(^1\) for Spectre V2 mitigations alone, not to mention numerous flags for each of MDS [18, 55], SSB, L1TF [54], and even the retpoline Spectre mitigations themselves [62].

## 2.1 Tools for Constant-Time Code

Tools for constant-time programming have taken a number of different approaches. The vast majority of these tools consider the classic CT properties of no secret-dependent branches, known variable-time instructions, or memory accesses. Recent tools have included speculative versions of these properties, which is orthogonal to the problems cio considers.

Most of these tools [7, 8]\(^2\) are verification tools, which validate an implementation as meeting specific CT properties. To make building CT code itself easier, sensitive code can be written in domain-specific languages or language subsets [19, 60], which allow for compilation to a guaranteed CT binary. Alternatively, there also exist libraries for common functionality [48] needed in CT programs.

Most relevant to cio are tools that provide compiler transforms [15, 21, 25, 63], allowing a non-CT program to be transformed into one that is CT. Notably, Dinesh et al. [25] provide SynthCT, which takes in a defined ‘safe’ subset of an ISA, and can synthesize replacement instruction sequences for instructions outside of the safe subset. This process allows for instructions newly found to be variable-time with respect to operand values to be replaced automatically with ones that are not. The SynthCT approach is complementary to cio, as unlike cio SynthCT considers all instances of a given instruction dangerous, regardless of operand values.

## 2.2 Hardware Configuration for Side-channel Mitigation

Processor vendors have responded to many of the discovered microarchitectural side-channels by releasing microcode patches that allow configuration bits to enable or disable specific optimizations. These bits operate as either boot-time global settings, or as per-process OS-managed state bits similar to FPU configurations. As with FPU state flags, these bits are generally global state for the hardware thread, with all the difficulties that accompany that. FPU state flags themselves are notoriously difficult to manage in general with unexpected effects caused by loading libraries [26] and documented security impacts for web browsers [37].

For example, Intel responded to attacks abusing Speculative Store Bypass (SSB) optimizations by adding the SSB Disable (SSBD [3]) option, allowing privileged software to disable SSB by setting a configuration bit in an MSR. Conceptually, this approach is great for sensitive software: it can request that the kernel disable SSB if it presents a threat, and leave other optimizations enabled. In practice, it can be difficult to use: most Linux distributions provide a syscall to set the option for the entire process tree, but it can only be set system wide via registry settings in Windows.

Ideal hardware configuration bits would be easy to set and guarantee coverage for only specific program regions, allowing optimizations to make the most of the rest of the program. cio can complement any version of these configuration bits by identifying where to apply configuration bits rather than transformations.

## 2.3 Hardware Support for Constant-Time Instructions

Specifically relevant to the optimizations considered here, ARM and Intel have each announced data-independent timing standards for their processors. These standards provide a list of supported instructions and a run-time-configurable state bit to guarantee that the covered instructions’ execution times are independent of their operand values. Broadly, these are intended to offer a manufacturer-backed promise of constant-time instruction execution when enabled.
ARM’s Data Independent Timing (DIT) [5] standard was (initially [1]) released as part of the ARMv8.4-A standard in 2017, and offered the ability for any exception level to enable DIT by setting the PSTATE.DIT configuration bit at run time. Relevant to the optimizations we consider, DIT is guaranteed to cover most arithmetic instructions and memory stores. Unfortunately, at this time the only processors known to the authors to support PSTATE.DIT are the Apple M-series CPUs. This leaves software on most ARM-based processors unable to request constant-time behavior for arithmetic instructions.

In 2022, Intel released the Data Operand Independent Timing (DOIT) [6] standard, promising input-independent execution times for most arithmetic and store operations on both scalars and vectors. Unlike DIT, DOIT can only be enabled by the kernel (affecting all subsequent execution), and cannot be enabled by user-mode software. DOIT is also not guaranteed to operate as expected under speculative execution. No operating system as of December 2023 allows for unprivileged software to enable DOIT at run time. There are also open questions about how comprehensive such modes will be in practice. For example, Apple’s Data-dependent Memory Prefetcher (DMP) is known to introduce security challenges [58] where a store’s value does not affect that store’s execution time, but may affect timing of future stores. This effect arguably does not violate the semantics of DIT, and we have experimentally validated that the experiments released as part of Sanchez Vicarte et al. demonstrate DMP activation with PSTATE.DIT set. Conversely, Intel’s FAQ on similar prefetching behavior [30] explicitly states that DOIT disables any such DMP behavior when enabled. From this, it is clear that these modes are not ‘magic’: the architects implementing them must make the same decisions about what features are covered that a software defense does. Since the end-user cannot customize these modes, sensitive software must be able to fall back to a software defense when their threat model differs from the vendor’s.

We believe that these standards are a step in the right direction for enabling sensitive software to execute safely. However, with no extant AMD standard, limited ARM support, required OS support for Intel, reliance on global state management, and space for creative interpretation in coverage, side-channel-aware software cannot fully rely on DIT/DOIT modes for protection. It is therefore critical to have a software-only approach that can verify side-channel-free execution in the presence of uarch optimizations of the types we consider here.

3 Threat Model

Since we specifically target uarch optimizations that do not have known in-the-wild implementations, we cannot rely on a detailed model of what aspects of program execution the attacker can observe. Thus, we assume a strong adversary capable of observing any time the optimization in question happens at run time. We do not consider transient instruction execution in our analyses. This means we may miss cases where secret inputs only ever reach instructions transiently. When these optimizations exist in real processors, the observer model may be relaxed based on implementation details to reduce the application of mitigations.

We assume that the target program is constant-time if executed on a processor without the considered optimization(s). The program must not leak information from known channels such as secret-dependent memory accesses, secret-dependent branches, or known variable time instructions such as idiv. We will not introduce any new side-channels of these types via our mitigations.

In practice, this means that we expect that our input program is a cryptographic library, already hardened against known attack vectors. That library now needs to be protected from uarch optimizations appearing on a new processor.

Silent Stores. We assume the adversary can detect if any individual store is silenced or not. We assume this is possible via measuring store queue pressure, memory bandwidth utilization, execution time, or cache state changes.

We consider all explicit stores that exist in the target program after compilation, including register spills and function argument pushes. We do not consider stores that occur outside of the program’s control, e.g., the kernel saving registers on a system call or context switch.

Computation Simplification. We assume the adversary can detect any time an instruction’s execution is optimized to a trivial case at run time, as a function of values in registers or memory. We assume this is possible by observing functional unit utilization, or measuring execution time. As with silent stores, we consider all relevant instructions that occur in the target program post-compilation.

4 Design of cio

Our tool, cio, provides a framework for mitigating uarch side channels created by instruction-centric optimizations. cio takes in the source for the library or program to be hardened, and produces a drop-in replacement binary. This process guarantees that chosen optimizations do not trigger as a function of secret data at run time. Thus, the final binary leaks no additional secret data on a processor with the chosen optimizations as compared to one without.

To mitigate a specific family of optimizations, cio requires a transformation pass and a leakage checker specific to the optimizations. We currently provide such components for two
optimizations: silent stores and computation simplification, though more can be added.

To run cio on a codebase, users first annotate sensitive arguments to public API functions, select the set of optimizations to prevent, and invoke cio. Cio then performs four steps: compilation (Section 4.1), checking (Section 4.2), mitigation (Section 4.3), and finally double-checking (Section 4.4).

During this four-step process, cio coordinates three tools and their communication: a build system, LLVM [39], and BAP (the Binary Analysis Platform) [17]. Figure 1 shows the internal structure of cio and each of the steps it takes to produce mitigated binaries.

4.1 Step 1: Compilation
Cio wraps a build system like make and starts by compiling the code base as usual using our modified LLVM. Our modified LLVM additionally saves user-provided secret annotations to files and reserves scratch registers for transforms to later use. Since the compiler only sees individual translation units, BAP will later use the annotations file to propagate secrets through the callgraph using an interprocedural taint analysis. Some of our transforms cannot use memory for scratch space (Section 6), so we must have scratch registers available. We reserve these registers during register allocation.

4.2 Step 2: Checking
After the compilation step, cio runs static program analyses on the compiled binary, and the results of these analyses are used by optimization-specific checkers. Checkers visit instructions, using the state and values produced by the analyses to check against a safety specification.

Our checkers use a pruning approach to detecting leaks: they assume every instruction could leak and then use their analyses to filter out or prune instructions that definitely do not leak. These pruned instructions will not be transformed by later mitigation transform passes.

This pruning approach helps in designing effective checkers that can scale up to run on cryptographic libraries. Leaky instruction-centric optimizations tend to target instructions that occur frequently in compiled code. To avoid transforming all of these instructions, effective checkers must precisely reason about operand values to prune as many non-leaky instructions as possible. Mitigation developers can trade-off between precision and speed by iteratively adding and tuning analyses—with our pruning approach, any stopping point during this process is safe.

We implement our checkers and program analyses using the Binary Analysis Platform (BAP) [17]. BAP lifts assembly instructions into BAP IR: a minimal, ISA-agnostic, intermediate language resembling CPU micro-code. BAP also provides tooling for data-flow, abstract interpretation, and symbolic analyses, which we use in our case studies.

4.3 Step 3: Mitigation
After the checkers have pruned all provably non-leaky instructions, the checkers emit a list of remaining, potentially-leaky instructions. Cio then recompiles the cryptographic library, providing this list to optimization-specific transform passes in LLVM.

These passes apply transforms by substituting each potentially-leaky instruction with a semantically equivalent sequence of non-leaky instructions. The conditions required of transforms to preserve the program’s observable behavior will be different for each ISA and optimization and can be defined to allow optimized versions of transforms. For example, x86_64 transforms do not need to set and clear unused status flags even if the original instruction sets and clears these flags.

We position these transform passes late in LLVM’s compilation pipeline as a Machine IR (MIR) pass [16, 42]. LLVM’s MIR is a low-level wrapper around ISA-specific assembly instructions; it is the final intermediate representation of translation units that transformation passes can be run on. Writing passes at the MIR level lets us catch low-level details like register spills that cannot be mitigated in source code. We also position our passes immediately before the assembly printing pass to avoid the possibility of later compiler optimizations breaking our passes’ security guarantees.
4.4 Step 4: Double-Checking

In the final double-checking step, cie runs the same analyses and checkers from the checking step but this time expecting all instructions to be pruned as non-leaky. If no leaky instructions remain, then this step has verified that the final binaries are safe in that none of the targeted optimizations can occur as a function of secret data. If any potentially-leaky instructions remain, then the entire build process will be stopped, and no final binary will be produced.

For checkers to verify the safety of the transformed binary, they must be able to verify transforms as a standalone sequence of instructions. As all potentially-leaky instructions will be transformed in the previous step, the instructions that need to be checked in the transformed binary will only be those introduced by transforms. This means that if checkers can verify transform instruction sequences in isolation under their most general input states, they will also be able to verify the safety of the final, transformed binary—all states reaching a transform site will be a subset of these most general states. We further discuss the co-design of checker analyses and transforms in Sections 5.4 and 6.2.

While we use additional tools to formally verify the safety and correctness of our transforms offline (Section 7), the implementation of our transform compiler passes and the rest of LLVM’s pipeline are not verified. Thus, using checkers to verify the safety of the final binary improves confidence that the implementation of our transform passes in LLVM is correct.

4.5 Building Mitigations in cie

With this design in mind, we built complete mitigation systems for computation simplification and silent stores. Both mitigation systems are built using the four steps of cie, differing only in their checkers and transforms (see Figure 1).

5 Case Study: Computation Simplification

Computation simplification (CS) is a family of techniques that simplify the execution of instructions when operand values satisfy certain conditions [27, 51]. Such optimizations are common for floating-point operations in today’s processors, with demonstrated security impacts [37].

Consider the operation RAX := RAX * RCX, which in x86_64 could be executed as the instruction mul rax, rcx.5 If, at execution time, the value of RCX is 1, then the execution of this instruction could be simplified to a move, but not eliminated as the instruction has critical side effects such as status flags. Table 1 contains a complete list of the additional operations we consider, their corresponding instructions, and under what conditions they can be simplified; we handle all of the listed CS cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>CS case(s)</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X + Y: X or Y = 0 [27, 35]</td>
<td>add (≤32-bit)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X − Y: Y = 0 [35]</td>
<td>sub (≤32-bit)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X × Y: X or Y ∈ {0, 1} [27, 50]</td>
<td>[i]mul (≤32-bit)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X &amp; Y: X or Y ∈ {0, 0xFFFF...}</td>
<td>and (32-bit)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y: X or Y ∈ {0, 0xFFFF...}</td>
<td>or (32-bit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X ⊕ Y: X or Y ∈ {0, 0xFFFF...}</td>
<td>xor (32-bit)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X ≪ Y, X ≪ Y: Y = 0</td>
<td>sh[1r]</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X ≪ Y, X ≪ Y: X = 0</td>
<td>sh[1r] (≤32-bit)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X ≪ Y, X ≪ Y: X = 0xFF...F</td>
<td>sa[1r] (64-bit)</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X ≪ Y, X ≪ Y: X = 0xFF...F</td>
<td>sa[1r] (64-bit)</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X ≪ Y: X = 0xFF...F</td>
<td>sar (≤32-bit)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X ≪ Y: X = 0xFF...F</td>
<td>sar (64-bit)</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. CS optimization cases [10, 32, 33, 65], corresponding x86_64 instructions, and the transform method used. For approach, ‘A’ is an arithmetic transform, ‘SR’ is split-and-recombine, and ‘C’ is cmov.

---

5 Using Intel syntax. All following assembly code also uses Intel syntax and references x86_64 instructions.
5.1 Arithmetic Transforms

Figure 2a shows our arithmetic transform approach applied to sub ecx, eax. Upon extending 32-, 16- or 8-bit operands to a larger register size, we can set high bits in the extended register to change the range of register values. For example, by zero-extending a 32-bit operand to 64 bits and setting the 33rd bit, we change its range of values from $0^{32} - 1$ to $2^{32} - 1$, eliminating unsafe values such as 0 or 1. We can then safely execute the original instruction over all 64 bits, and take the lowest 32 (or fewer, depending on the instruction bitwidth) bits of the result as the output of the transform. We do not need to do any additional post-processing on the output, because performing an arithmetic operation over 64 bits instead of 32 or fewer does not change the result in the lower bits.

The arithmetic approach for transforming potentially leaky instructions is preferred for most instructions, because it requires few scratch registers and is relatively short and efficient compared to our next two methods. However, this type of transformation does not work for instructions operating over 64-bit operands, as we do not have access to general purpose registers over 64 bits in size. In addition, some bitwise instructions can be transformed more efficiently with our split-and-recombine approach.

5.2 Split-and-Recombine

Our second approach, split-and-recombine, handles most of the remaining instructions, including those operating over 64-bit operands and most bitwise instructions.

Such a split-and-recombine transform for and rcx, rax is shown in Figure 2b. In this approach, we split each 64-bit operand register into two smaller pieces, each in their own registers, generally along a 48-/16-bit split. We avoid a 32-/32-bit split due to x86_64's register aliasing semantics—moving a value into the bottom 32 bits of a register clears the upper 32 bits, but moving a value into the bottom 8 or 16 bits does not clear the upper bits. Once the register values are split, we now have 'extra' bits in the full width of temporary registers. We set some of these extra bits to prevent unsafe values in both pieces of each split operand, such that the range of values for each register excludes unsafe values. We then perform the original instruction on the smaller registers and recombine the results.

This approach works naturally for bitwise instructions such as and, or, and xor. We also use the split-and-recombine approach to mitigate 64-bit arithmetic and shift instructions, where the splitting step remains as described above, but the recombination step becomes more complex. For example, recombining the operands for a shift instruction requires adding the two operands together because the shift amount may not be known at compile time and may not fall along neat 8- or 16-bit boundaries. This addition must in turn be made safe from CS optimization.

5.3 Conditional Move

Our final transform method, conditional move or cmov, is general enough to work for any instruction, but at a high cost. This transform takes advantage of the guaranteed constant-time behavior of the cmov instructions [31] to generate logical branches in straight-line code. These instructions only perform the specified move if a status flag is set. For example, cmovz eax, ecx moves the value in ecx to eax only if the zero flag is set. Otherwise, the instruction is a no-op.

When an instruction is simplifiable, we can use the cmov instruction to write a substitute that has two logical branches: one for the simplified case and one for the normal case. In both cases, the target instruction is executed exactly once. In the simplifiable case, our transform substitutes static values into the target instruction, and then sets the output registers to the correct values after execution. In the non-simplifiable case, the cmov instructions are no-ops and do not change any inputs or outputs to the target instruction.
However, cmov transforms are costly. For each unsafe value of each operand, the cmov approach requires many instructions and at least one dedicated scratch space. In the case of instructions with multiple potentially unsafe values, this approach rapidly becomes infeasible. We therefore reserve cmov for the few instructions that the arithmetic and split-and-recombine approaches cannot handle.

Figure 2c shows how our cmov transform could mitigate the instruction sub ecx, eax. In practice, we only use cmov transforms to handle shift instructions with a dynamic shift size, and only for unsafe values of the shift size itself. We continue to use an arithmetic or split-and-recombine approach to handle unsafe values in the shifted register.

5.4 Checker

The CS checker visits all arithmetic, bitwise, and logical instructions and checks them against the CS safety specification, codified according to Table 1.

To verify transforms in isolation (Section 4.4) while still scaling to verify transformed cryptographic code, we use abstract interpretation [22]. Our CS checker first runs an interprocedural taint analysis, propagating developer-annotated secret arguments to all functions in the callgraph of the public API function. This taint analysis also prunes instructions that would not leak sensitive data if CS optimized.

Next, the checker runs an interval analysis [22] extended with machine-integer semantics, the trace partitioning domain [43], and the abstract memory domain from Miné [44]. The interval analysis with machine-integer semantics is already enough to verify most of our transforms; it is expressive enough to determine if an operand’s value could be equal to 0, 1, or the all-one bitvector, and it also tracks the possible value ranges of variables. Tracking these value ranges lets the checker verify our arithmetic and split-and-recombine transforms, as they operate by setting high bits in operands, effectively shifting the range of values of an operand so as to exclude unsafe values.

To verify our cmov transforms, we extend the interval domain to be path sensitive using the trace partitioning domain [43]. The trace partitioning domain allows us to compute and maintain execution traces over the control flow graph on which abstract interpretation will then run. Though each transform has only one possible execution path, the cmov instruction effectively partitions the execution traces into two paths: one where an operand has an unsafe value and another where it does not. Using a pre-analysis, we partition abstract interpreter flow into two traces at each cmov instruction and later merge these paths when keeping them distinct no longer provides additional precision.

Since we focus on x86_64 in this work, many instructions we use or transform use register-indirect addressing, in which an instruction involves a computation plus a memory load or store (e.g., add [eax], ecx or add eax, [ecx]). To handle these instructions—as well as boost precision during initial checking—we extend the interval abstract domain to the abstract memory domain [44]. The abstract memory domain effectively runs a value-set analysis [12], uniformly representing pointers, register values, and memory contents as intervals with extra type information.

6 Case Study: Silent Stores

A silent store optimization occurs when an instruction attempts to store a value to a memory location that already holds that value [34, 40, 41]. Such a store can be skipped and never issued to the memory system, reducing memory traffic.

When stores are dropped based on a secret value, the secret value can be leaked through differences in execution time or uarch state observable by attackers. For example, zeroing a cryptographic key may vary in the number of stores issued depending on the number of zero bytes in the key.

The security implications of silent stores have been well studied in Sanchez Vicarte et al. [51] where the authors provide an implementation of silent stores using the gem5 simulator [14] and an attack against a classically constant-time implementation of Bitslice AES128 [49]. The attack demonstrates that under worst-case conditions, even a single attacker-prepared silent store is enough to leak a secret key.

To make matters worse, stores can be silenced in any form, including register spills, stack arguments, or even on saving register state for syscalls. Thus, it is impossible to avoid secret context being stored to memory during cryptographic computation without compiler support.

Mitigating silent stores is tricky, and our approach assumes the target uarch does not implement store buffer merging for nearby writes to the same memory location. Concretely, we assume that no such store merging occurs before the silent store implementation checks for the possibility of dropping the store. Some ARM processors have such merging (but not silent stores) and might require a different transform.

6.1 Transforms

For a store of value Y, if the contents of the target memory location is the value X, then, under our threat model, we say a store of Y to that memory location can be silenced if X = Y.

The insight behind our silent store transforms is that, given bitvectors X and Y, we can always produce a third bitvector Z such that X != Z and Y != Z. We compute Z by concatenating the high bits of X and the low bits of Y, and then inverting the entire Z value. We then insert a blinding store of Z before the original store of Y. Since X != Z, the blinding store cannot be silent, and since Y != Z, the original sensitive store instruction cannot be silent.

Figure 3a shows our transform for a 64-bit wide store on x86_64: mov [addr], rax. Line 1 loads the X value, lines 2

https://developer.arm.com/documentation/101924/0002/Memory-system/Store-buffer/Store-buffer-merging
and 3 compute the \( Z \) value, line 4 is our blinding store of \( Z \), and line 5 is the original store that is now safe from silencing.

This transform uses x86_64’s register aliasing semantics to compute the \( Z \) value: writing the bottom 8 or 16 bits of a register does not zero out the upper bits of the register. We use this to concatenate bits from \( X \) and \( Y \) by writing the low bits of one register directly into another (line 2).

This approach works for 16-, 32- and 64-bit-wide stores on x86_64 but not for 8-bit-wide x86_64 stores. In such cases, transforms can compute \( Z \) by selecting and concatenating bits using bitwise \( \& \) and \( \mid \) (Figure 3b).

Note that our approach requires the use of at least one scratch register. Since all stores inserted by a transform must be silent store safe, we cannot use any scratch memory.

6.2 Checker

Our SS checker will visit all store instructions and check a safety specification: a store is safe from silencing if the store value and the value in memory could never be equal. To verify the safety of our silent store transforms in isolation, the checker needs analyses that can determine that our transform produces a blinding bitvector \( Z \) such that \( Z \not= X \) and \( Z \not= Y \).

Our SS checker starts by using the same analyses as our CS checker, first an interprocedural taint analysis and then the abstract memory domain. Since the interval and abstract memory domain can express equality and inequality constraints, they can help prune some stores that definitely do not leak.

After these analyses have pruned all instructions that they can, we use a costlier relational analysis specific to our transform approach: for each remaining instruction, we compile this instruction, the \( N \) previous instructions in a backward slice [29], and the checker’s safety specification to an SMT formula for checking in Z3 [23]. We found that \( N = 40 \) BAP IR instructions provides Z3 with enough context to verify the safety of our SS transforms in isolation. We can also tune the speed and precision of the analysis by changing \( N \).

Although \( N = 40 \) might seem large, double-checking transformed binaries remains tractable. In the transformed binary, each store instruction not pruned by taint or abstract memory is a store introduced by a transform, and the previous \( N = 40 \) instructions in the slice will also belong to the same transform. This implies that if the checkers can tractably verify the transforms in isolation, then they can tractably verify the safety of the mitigated code.

However, during checking of the untransformed binary, it is likely that any 40 instructions contain many non-linear operations over wide bitvectors that are difficult for Z3 to reason about. To prevent these sequences from dominating the time to prune non-leaky instructions, we set a Z3 timeout bound slightly higher than required for double-checking.

7 Verifying Mitigations and Their Composition

We also formally verify properties of transforms while designing them. While our checkers could also be used to verify the safety of transforms, they are typically too coarse to also verify semantic equivalence, so we use separate, additional offline verification. This additional verification lets us verify the safety and semantic equivalence of transform instruction sequences without having to also co-design and implement checkers to receive feedback on transform designs.

Our offline verifiers use Serval [45], a framework for developing automated systems software verifiers on top of the Rosette solver-aided programming language [53]. Starting from equivalent symbolic CPU states, these verifiers interpret the original instruction and the transform, compiling both to SMT formulas. A correct transform must preserve the software-observable behavior of the program—this may not be exact equivalence of the final symbolic CPU states (Section 4.3). A safe transform should avoid leakage under the specified optimizations; this requires an additional safety specification that asserts the absence of leakage conditions as the interpreter visits each instruction.

Offline verification can also be used to solve the composition safety problem: is there an order the compiler can apply our transform passes that keeps our transforms safe and semantically equivalent under a given set of optimizations?

To determine a safe pass ordering—or if one exists—one can compute a dependency graph between transforms by running the verifiers over all transforms for the selected optimizations, along with each safety specification. Suppose this process finds an instruction in a transform for optimization \( A \) that leaks under optimization \( B \). If there is a transform for \( B \) such that the resulting composed transform is safe under both \( A \) and \( B \), then we add a dependency between transform \( A \) and transform \( B \). In this case, optimization \( B \)'s transform pass must run after optimization \( A \)'s transform pass. If there is no applicable such transform \( B \), then there is no safe pass.

\[ \text{Note that } A \text{ and } B \text{ can be the same optimization, i.e., } A = B. \]
8 Evaluation

cio affects both build time and execution time of the programs it hardens, varying both on the target program and the specific mitigations enabled. In this section, we explore three questions about the impact of our process for mitigating instruction-centric side channels:

- How much overhead does cio add to the usual build process? (Section 8.2)
- How effective are our checkers at pruning instructions that definitely do not leak? (Section 8.3)
- What run-time penalties are imposed from mitigating highly prevalent instruction-centric side channels? (Section 8.4)

We evaluate cio and our transforms on libsodium [24]. Libsodium is a cryptographic library that provides cryptographic primitives and high-level APIs for encryption, decryption, signatures, password hashing, and other algorithms. We configure libsodium with the --disable-asm flag (used by WebAssembly targets) to force reference implementations for most operations. These reference implementations do not use hand optimized assembly (see Limitations Section 9.6). Other than this flag, we build libsodium using its usual set of compilation flags. We ensure the libsodium test suite passes all tests on every version of librskodium we build.

All evaluation (compilation and run time) is performed on our system with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6312U CPU (2.4GHz, microcode v0xd00375), 512GB of DDR4 (3200 MHz), and all storage on local SSDs. As we do not believe any Intel CPUs implement our target CS or SS optimizations, results in this section may underestimate run-time overheads on systems that do implement the target optimizations. On such systems, we would expect to see a lower baseline execution time due to those optimizations occurring at runtime. This would have the effect of increasing cio’s overheads as a ratio to the baseline.

8.1 Implementation

Our LLVM transform passes are written in 16,503 lines of C++ code. The checkers consist of 10,293 lines of OCaml, while our offline verifier consists of 5,343 lines of Racket. cio itself is written in 474 lines of Bash.

8.2 Build Process Overhead

The wall-clock time for cio to mitigate libsodium against all CS cases, SS, and SS and all CS cases is shown in Table 2. We report the mean build times over 3 independent runs, with 2% or less observed variation in build times. Builds are executed with a single make job slot (~j 1) for both baseline and cio builds.

Table 2 shows that SS checking takes longer than CS checking, but CS double-checking takes much longer–nearly 25x more time–than SS double-checking. SS checking takes longer than CS checking because the SS checker’s analyses extend the CS checker’s analyses, and most Z3 solver calls made by the SS checker will time-out over the large, nonlinear bitwidth constraints in libskodium. Most of the difference in double-checking time is explained by the much higher number of instructions added by CS transforms; CS transforms are longer than SS transforms, and there are many more instructions needing CS transforms than SS transforms. Despite transforms adding more instructions, SS’s double-checking time stays small as most Z3 solver calls will not time out when analyzing SS transforms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Compile</th>
<th>Check</th>
<th>Mitigate</th>
<th>Double-check</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>388s</td>
<td>390s</td>
<td>381s</td>
<td>477s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>397s</td>
<td>265s</td>
<td>393s</td>
<td>11,836s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS+CS</td>
<td>387s</td>
<td>391s</td>
<td>455s</td>
<td>13,293s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. cio build time breakdowns for libskodium reference implementations with different mitigations applied. CS stands for all CS optimizable cases of all instructions for all operations in Table 1. Each value is the mean of 3 single-job builds of libskodium in seconds. ‘Compile’ is the initial required build and also serves as a baseline for a libskodium build.

8.3 Checker Pruning Effectiveness

Table 3 shows the number of non-leaky instructions pruned by each analysis of the SS and CS checkers. Note that the final number of instructions transformed does not follow from the table alone—i.e., Transformed ≠ Total – Taint Memory Domain Sym. Comp.. This is because we prune additional alerts for instructions that are spuriously flagged or unsupported (Section 9.3) after running the checkers. These spuriously flagged instructions are from BAP’s lifting—e.g.,

\[\text{All CS optimizable cases of all instructions used by libskodium’s reference implementations covering any operation in Table 1.}\]
lifting sub instructions to add instructions causes our checkers to wrongfully flag these instructions as both operands of adds must be checked compared to only the left argument of subs. If we were to first filter out these instructions before running the checkers, the SS and CS checker still prune 323 and 6,159 instructions respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total considered</th>
<th>Pruned by</th>
<th>Transformed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Taint</td>
<td>Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>2,695</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>13,198</td>
<td>4,940</td>
<td>2,144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Number of non-leaky instructions pruned by each analysis of the SS and CS checkers. ‘Memory Domain’ is the combined interval, memory, and trace partitioning domain (Section 5.4). Numbers for CS indicate pruning for all optimization cases for all operations in Table 1. Since these passes are ordered, later passes have fewer available sites to prune.

8.4 Overhead of Transformed Code

To understand the overhead we impose, we measured the end-to-end execution time and binary size impact for select subsets of our CS and SS transforms on core cryptographic operations in libodium (Figure 4). Our baseline measurement is the run time of libodium compiled with unmodified clang with no transforms applied. We also show the measured overhead of libodium compiled with scratch registers reserved and no transforms applied.

Each primitive is run in an evaluation loop of 1000 iterations (100 for argon2id), with 25 warmup iterations and dropping outliers outside 1.5×interquartile range in post-processing. Run time is measured using x86_64’s rdtscp and rdtscp instructions. Reported overheads are then normalized versus the mean run time of baseline libodium.

We evaluate binary size impact by measuring the combined size in bytes of the text sections of all compiled libodium object files. By this method, we measure binary sizes of 588 kB with SS transforms applied, 1,118 kB with CS transforms, and 1,327 kB with both SS and CS, as compared to 363 kB in non-mitigated libodium.

9 Discussion

Overall, our transforms impose a high cost in both execution time and double-checking the mitigated binary. This result is unsurprising, given the massive instruction counts added by our mitigations. We also note that in a development setting, any build time costs would only be paid once, when cio is run on the release build of a system.

9.1 Pruning Effectiveness

Compared to the SS checker, the CS checker prunes a higher percentage of optimization-specific instructions. Many of the taint-pruned instructions are operations on constants; stack operations like push, pop, and lea; or instructions we do not transform such as call and ret. The interval-pruned instructions are those, already present in libodium, whose operands are incidentally safe from CS optimizations. For example, in ed25519, values are commonly bitmasked, setting or clearing some bits, thereby removing some CS-unsafe values before further operations occur on those values.

On the other hand, the SS checker is fast to check and double-check libodium, but does not prune many instructions. The 7 taint-pruned instructions are all stores of boolean constants or function pointers to global variables. The 21 symbolic-pruned instructions are additions or subtractions of a constant to a memory location, e.g., incrementing a stored counter. It makes sense that a non-relational interval analysis would not catch such instructions; incrementing a non-static interval value yields a value that can always be equal to its previous value, and adding a constant to the interval is again equal to the interval. We do not expect that many of the stores in libodium are incidentally guaranteed to never store a value equal to the value already stored in memory, so it is not clear whether SS pruning numbers could be improved.

9.2 Run-Time Overheads

Figure 4 shows that despite pruning as many non-leaky instructions as possible, the overhead of transformed code can be significant and varies widely depending on the optimizations a uarch implements, the structure of the targeted code, and changes made by the compiler.

Consider preventing x86’s LEA instruction from being optimizing on its scale multiplication or either of its additions. Most LEA instructions in chacha20-poly1305 are inserted for address calculation, but the structures of argon2id and ed25519 are amenable to compiler optimizations where several instructions are changed into a single LEA value computation. LEA transforms impose even more overhead if they need to preserve conditional flags, and LLVM tends to schedule such LEA instructions between sets and checks of conditional flags.

On the other hand, vector ADD and MUL transform overhead is less on argon2id compared to aesni256gcm. This is because the reference implementation of argon2id contains no vector instructions at the source-code level, but aesni256gcm is mostly vector operations. argon2id still has some overhead from vector transforms as some potentially-leaky vector instructions are added by compiler optimizations.

Our transform for 64-bit, 0- and 1-skip multiplication imposes a drastic 15.71x and 8.79x overhead on argon2id and ed25519. 64-bit multiplication is highly prevalent in these primitives, and the associated transform is composed of 116
instructions. Many of those instructions are guards against optimizations for all other used instructions: for example, the transform only uses left shifts in a non-0-skippable way. This imposes some additional overhead in Figure 4, as transforms for, e.g., ‘CS for 64-bit multiplication’ also pay overheads for many other optimizations.

We anticipate that future systems may experience different overheads when using cio and our mitigations. Such systems will likely not optimize the exact set of opcodes for which we have built transforms (Section 9.3), and details of specific uarch features could allow defending against less strict threat models, more pruning, and better-tailored transforms. Conversely, future systems may see even higher overheads, either as a result of optimizing even more opcodes that must then be transformed, or due to losing the run-time benefit of the optimizations themselves.

9.3 Instruction Support

We apply our CS and SS transform approaches to instructions flagged by our checkers on libodium’s reference implementation build for x86_64. Of these flagged instructions, we make a best effort to mitigate those that match proposed optimizations in the literature. This process is complicated because prior work generally discusses CS in terms of optimizing operations, e.g., addition or multiplication, rather than the many possible matching instructions or opcodes.

In general, we chose not to support instructions for one of three reasons:

1. We found no proposals for CS or SS optimizations that would apply to that instruction or the operation it implements. Examples: most vector operations except addition, multiplication, or stores; double-length shifts (SHLD, SHRD); rotation.

2. There are optimizations that apply to similar instructions or operations, but we judged that those optimizations were unlikely to benefit that specific instruction or class of instructions. Example: we transform ADD but not ADC (add with carry) due to the carry flag likely not being available early enough in the pipeline for CS optimization to be applied.

3. The instruction already is not constant-time, so there is no need to preserve such a property under CS or SS. Examples: DIV and IDIV [31].

9.4 Generalizing Beyond SS and CS

We believe that cio can be used to mitigate the remaining instruction-centric optimizations described in Sanchez Vicarte et al [51].

To mitigate leakage due to computation reuse [51], we could construct a checking pass that identifies potentially memoizable computations along paths. The transform pass might change a flagged instruction into a sequence of instructions that compute the same value but without matching a previous entry in a memoization table. Offline verification (Section 7) of this transform differs from CS and SS’s offline verification as the set of required transforms is dynamic and dependent on the potentially memoizable computations in the target program.

As another example, an instance of value prediction [51] was recently discovered in Intel CPUs [46], in which 64-bit
division with a 128-bit dividend speculates that the upper 64 bits of the dividend are zero. We believe we could prevent this optimization by using the split-and-recombine approach used for computation simplification (Section 5.2). The transform would split the division into multiple parts such that each part always has zero in the upper bits of the dividend, then recombine for the final quotient. Further, it appears that Intel’s DOIT [6] bit may not cover this optimization.

cio can generally handle mitigations that require targeted substitution or insertion of instructions, so we believe that cio can also be used to mitigate leakage beyond instruction-centric optimizations. To mitigate data-at-rest leakage, for example, if we assume that secrets are never compiled into a binary, an instruction-centric approach could transform each store of potentially secret data into a store of data in a different format that is not leakable under the given microarchitecture. Offline verification can be used to verify that the alternate formatting of the data is always correctly computed, and double checking would ensure that all secret data has been stored in the alternate format. Compared to ‘purely’ instruction-centric mitigation, this approach changes the ABI of the program and would require additional mitigation or declassification at, e.g., library call boundaries.

9.5 Value-decay of software-only mitigation

Ideally, vendors will continue to address side channels early in the design process and provide features (DIT [5], DOIT [6], Zkt [4]) that allow software to better express the safety properties it needs to hardware. In that world, cio still works well, since the only thing that would change is that our transforms can switch to toggling the feature/mode bit. We would still like to have the performance improvements of uarch optimizations available as often as possible without leaking information, so cio’s process of check, prune, transform, and double-check will still be valuable.

It is also worth considering the long tail of hardware and legacy systems that have interesting optimizations that are not yet public, and do not have configuration options. As the community discovers side channels on these systems, software-only mitigations will continue to be valuable.

9.6 Limitations

Libsodium provides more performant, vectorized implementations for some cryptographic functions, such as the Sandy2x implementation of ed25519 [20]. These implementations can include inline assembly, which are separate, difficult-to-handle constructs in LLVM MIR, or assembly files, which are not accessible in compiler passes. As a result, we mitigate and evaluate on libsodium’s reference implementations, which include neither inline assembly nor assembly files. Supporting the more performant implementations would likely require switching to a binary rewriter [61]. Unfortunately, reserving our required registers would complicate this, and would require a full re-translation of the binary.

While we outline a process for safely composing transforms in Section 7, we manually combine SS transforms with their dependent CS transforms in our LLVM MIR pass. For example, the transform for the x86_64 opcode A0D64mr is written to be both SS and CS safe, and thus we do not have to compute pass orderings on the fly. Our checkers also do not consider transient inputs to instructions, and may prune instructions that can leak speculatively.

cio currently raises alerts while double-checking the safety of the transformed binary, alerting on 43 out of 184,659 instructions in our transformed libsodium. These remaining alerts are caused by known bugs in our analyzers and checkers that will be fixed soon.

10 Conclusion

While the outlook for novel microarchitectural leakage channels is somewhat dire, we have shown that compiler-based software-only mitigation is possible. We have found that the approach in cio can be applied to a variety of instruction-centric optimizations, and the mitigated code can be verified to be free of optimization-induced side channels. The costs for these mitigations are predictably high, in compilation time and execution time, but feasible for critical software.

Overall, this is fundamentally good news. If security researchers discover a significant leakage channel in current processors for an operation such as vector moves or basic arithmetic, cio can verifiably mitigate a mainstream cryptographic library immediately. The core challenge going forward is how to adapt to optimization classes not yet considered by cio. One promising direction is combining program synthesis techniques with our generalized transform approaches. As such, we encourage future security analyses for uarch optimizations to consider what generic transform approaches would mitigate that optimization.

In an ideal setting, software computing on secrets could configure and monitor hardware-backed constant-time configuration bits. Unfortunately we cannot always rely on the existing options (DIT and DOIT) as they do not cover all processors (or even vendors), and it is unclear what classes of optimizations will be covered in practice. Software-only mitigation serves as a necessary, albeit expensive, backstop that software like cryptographic libraries can rely on.
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A Artifact Appendix

A.1 Abstract
This artifact contains our tooling for cio and scripts that reproduce our evaluation results. Since tooling for cio spans several different programming languages, libraries, and specific versions of tools, we recommend using our Docker image to set up an environment for running cio and our evaluation scripts. We provide additional instructions to set up our artifacts to reproduce the figures and tables in our evaluation section.

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)
- **Algorithm:** Binary analysis, build system, static analysis
- **Program:** cio—drives LLVM, Binary Analysis Platform (BAP), libodium; eval.sh—drives evaluation of cio
- **Compilation:** LLVM—included in Docker image
- **Binary:** Included in Docker image
- **Run-time environment:** Requires Docker; stack size increased via ulimit -s 32768
- **Hardware:** Single core x86_64
- **Metrics:** Run time; binary size; number of instructions pruned and transformed
- **Output:** Plot; text files containing data for tables. Compare against paper to see expected results
- **Experiments:** Automated via eval.sh; see README for details: https://github.com/cio-counter-optimization/cio-artifact/README.md

A.3 Description
All artifacts are available through the Github organization https://github.com/cio-counter-optimization. cio and its evaluation scripts are available at https://github.com/cio-counter-optimization/cio. The repo https://github.com/cio-counter-optimization/checker contains code for our checkers, analyzers, and offline verification tools. https://github.com/cio-counter-optimization/llvm-project contains our fork of LLVM with code added for secret argument annotations, mitigation passes, and scratch register reservation. The cio repo contains cio and an evaluation script, eval.sh, that generates Figure 4’s plot and data for the tables in the evaluation section.

A.3.1 How to access. All artifacts are available at https://github.com/cio-counter-optimization/. We provide a downloadable Docker image with all dependencies needed to run cio and its evaluation scripts: https://homes.cs.washington.edu/~aemichae/cio-asplso24aec.tar.gz. The raw Dockerfile and accompanying README can be found at https://github.com/cio-counter-optimization/cio-artifact.

A.3.2 Hardware dependencies. cio requires an x86_64 machine as mitigations are currently only implemented for x86_64. The downloadable Docker image is about 8.4GB. Approximately 30GB of disk space is required for the combination of the downloadable image file, the image itself (once loaded by Docker), and the evaluation outputs. We recommend using a machine with around 32GB of memory.

Building the Docker image from the Dockerfile (as opposed to downloading it directly) requires approximately 115 GB of storage, due primarily to the size of LLVM, and can be expected to take several hours at least, depending on available resources. Therefore we strongly recommend downloading the pre-built Docker image from https://homes.cs.washington.edu/~aemichae/cio-asplso24aec.tar.gz.

A.3.3 Software dependencies. All software dependencies are installed by the Docker image, which itself depends only on Docker. The dependency list below is for reference only.

Our evaluation requires a Linux machine with the OCaml base compiler v4.14.0, the Binary Analysis Platform (BAP) v2.5.0, our fork of LLVM, and libodium v1.0.18-RELEASE. Our fork of LLVM is available at https://github.com/cio-counter-optimization/llvm-project. For installing OCaml packages, we used the OCaml package manager, opam, to install the ocaml-base-compiler.4.14.0, BAP v2.5.0, Z3 v4.11.2, zarith v1.12, core v0.14.1, core_kernel v0.14.2, base v0.14.3, ocamlgraph v2.0.0, memtrace v0.2.3, dolog v6.0.0, splay_tree v0.14.0. The opam package providing Z3 bindings relies on Z3 with the same version number: v4.11.2.

Our evaluation scripts additionally require python3, matplotlib, and numpy.

A.4 Installation
We provide a Docker image that installs all required dependencies. See the README at https://github.com/cio-counter-optimization/cio-artifact for instructions on setting up the Docker image.

For manual installation, all software dependencies need to be installed and our fork of LLVM needs to be built following the normal LLVM build process. After building our fork of LLVM, running LLVM_HOME=path/to/our/llvm/bins make all in the cio repository will finish the installation of cio and evaluation dependencies.

A.5 Basic Test
The command make test runs cio on a simple C program. If run correctly, the basic test should display a log of running...
A successful run of `eval.sh` printed to stdout after microbench-overheads.pdf subdirectory of latest-eval-dir and symbolically linked from -eval.

### A.6 Experiment workflow

The `eval.sh` script, found in the root of the artifact Github repo, drives the evaluation process. The script builds, tests, and collects evaluation data for libsodium:

1. using the normal build process with unmodified clang
2. with scratch registers reserved
3. with all CS mitigations applied
4. with five different subsets of CS mitigations applied
5. with all SS mitigations applied
6. with all CS and SS mitigations applied

After these different builds, the script generates the plot for Figure 4 and outputs text to fill in the other tables in the Evaluation section.

By default, the `eval.sh` script does not run the double-checking phase (Section 4.4). To run full experiments with the double-checking phase, remove the `-skip-double-check` flag on line 168 of the Makefile. Be aware that enabling double-checking will cause the evaluation run to take roughly twice as long to complete (>6-8 hours).

### A.7 Evaluation and expected results

A successful run of `eval.sh` will produce a figure, some tables, and some textual data on the command line. The files that `eval.sh` generates will be in a timestamped directory with suffix `-eval`; this directory will be referred to as BUILD_DIR and symbolically linked from latest-eval-dir.

Results for mitigation overhead (Figure 4) will be in the benchmarks subdirectory of BUILD_DIR, with the plot at microbench-overheads.pdf. Pruning numbers (Table 3) and compilation time/overhead numbers (Table 2) will be printed to stdout after `eval.sh` runs and should match the numbers in the paper’s table exactly.

---
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